ABSTRACT The design of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) has a new paradigm that implies a separation of the underlying communication functionalities from the upper-layer protocols with the goal of leveraging the reusability of protocols. This paper provides an overview of the proposed Rings infrastructure protocol (RIP), which forms a generic flexible communication infrastructure. RIP discovers the physical topological rings that exist in an arbitrary WSN topology and produces an infrastructure of concentric rings (Rings) that reflects the physical rings of nodes in the field. The resulting infrastructure guarantees the proximity of nodes. Neighbor nodes in this logical overlay are also physical neighbors. Each ring in Rings is assigned one or more mobile robots that act as probes to access the data and monitor the ring. Access nodes are selected dynamically at each ring to act as anchors for the probes visiting their associated rings. The Rings infrastructure supports both multi-hop and data-mule communication models with a high degree of reliability. This paper focuses on creating the infrastructure: we justify its correctness and efficiency. A rough cost model that predicts the cost of communication over Rings is provided. The performance of the infrastructure is evaluated by implementing and simulating some of the upper-layer processes. Simulation-based comparisons with the multi-scale communication approach are provided, and the results show that the Rings infrastructure is both robust and efficient in supporting upper-layer processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The multi-hop communication model is currently the most prevalent communications model used in designing wireless sensor networks (WSNs). In this model, nodes usually forward data on behalf of other nodes. In most scenarios, node deployment is random and network topology is arbitrary. A communication protocol then organizes this arbitrary topology into a structured scheme [1] , [2] . The interaction between nodes is controlled by the functionalities of the communication protocol. Therefore, the communication process is inherently linked to the underlying topology. In contrast, the upper-layer protocols use the primitives of the communication protocol, which results in a cross-layered design of WSN protocols [3] . The degree of independence between the upper-layer protocols and the communication functionalities tends to be very low, which does not leave much room for reusability of the designed protocols.
To increase the scope of utilization of such protocols, we must decouple the communication functionalities from the upperlayer protocol functionalities [4] , which can be achieved by generating generic overlays at the level of the physical links. However, considering that WSNs are applicationoriented [5] , the creation of such a generic infrastructure is not a trivial task. Generic infrastructures could also support the newly emerging paradigm of network virtualization in WSNs [6] , which shares the goal of improving the reusability of WSN protocols in different layers.
This paper builds upon our previous work in [7] . We propose the Rings Infrastructure Protocol (RIP), a novel protocol for building such an infrastructure. We target WSNs that are deployed with both static and mobile nodes. Mobility in WSNs can be exploited for various optimization goals [8] . One such goal is to relocate mobile sensors and re-organize them in the field [9] . In this paper, a few powerful mobile robots take on the high-level roles of network organizers, data collectors and management infusers. The RIP allows these mobile robots to discover the existing physical concentric rings in a network and arrange them into a logical overlay (Rings) in which the logical rings correspond to the physical rings in the network topology. Each ring is assigned one or more robots/sinks that act as mobile probes. Two modes of data access are provided: multi-hop and datamule modes. In multi-hop mode, data are relayed through multiple intermediate nodes via wireless transmission. In data-mule mode, the mobile probes move to pick up the data. A set of virtual access points (APs) is selected in each ring. These APs represent the anchors for each ring. The mobile probes utilize these anchors for data access and network management. The infrastructure maintains the proximity of nodes: logical neighbors within the Rings overlay are also physical neighbors. The protocol does not require any global information and overlay construction requires only localized operations based on one-hop neighbor information.
The Rings infrastructure is designed to be reusable, which means that it is not tied to any specific upper-layer protocol. We claim that a general purpose overlay should achieve the following design characteristics: (i) it should be generic, able to work with different upper-layer protocols with the same efficiency; (ii) it should be flexible, providing a variety of communication configurations; (iii) it should be maintainable, ensuring that failures have minimal impact on either the overlay structure or upper-layer operations; (iv) it should be complete, providing a logical neighborhood among nodes without hiding the physical neighborhood; and (v) it should be accessible, constructed of basic units (the rings) that reflect physical topological information for ease of access to the network.
We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows: (i) we design a protocol (RIP) that creates a ring-based network overlay (Rings); (ii) we develop generic communication functionalities that support multiple communication configurations; (iii) we verify the efficiency of Rings in supporting upper-layer protocols; and (iv) we provide a simple cost model to predict the costs of various communication processes when utilizing Rings.
The paper focuses on the architectural aspects of the proposed infrastructure rather than its application-related aspects; we do, however, delve briefly into these application aspects. We verify the correctness and termination of RIP and present extensive simulations to highlight the efficiency of the proposed solution. Investigations of upper-layer processes, mainly routing, data gathering and multi-resolution processes, are reported. We consider realistic assumptions regarding the network configuration and highlight the advantages that are provided by the proposed infrastructure. In addition, a comparison with the multi-scale communication (MSC) approach described in [10] is performed. The results show that the proposed infrastructure is highly reliable with minimum overhead and emphasize its flexibility, which leverages the development of the upper-layer processes.
The paper is organized as follows. We briefly summarize related work in Section II. We describe the underlying network parameters in Section III. The design details of RIP are provided in Section IV. The correctness and termination of RIP are verified in Section V. Some of the relevant implementation aspects are discussed in Section VI. The performance of RIP is summarized in Section VII. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
WSN research is rapidly progressing toward a unified design for WSN protocols. The unification of the entire software stack architecture for WSNs was proposed early on in [4] and [11] ; in these works, the authors proposed an architecture known as the narrow waist architecture. They described the rules by which network services could be arranged over the sensor network stack architecture and suggested the insertion of a sensor protocol (SP) between the network layer and the data link layer in the stack architecture. However, there was a belief in the field that this unification process would considerably increase overhead and, consequently, result in performance degradation [3] , [9] . It is still unknown whether this unifying approach will provide the desired benefits to the designers of WSN protocols. Nevertheless, building a generic communication overlay (at the level of the physical links) would constitute a step toward enhancing the reusability of the upper-layer protocols.
A communication topology is usually constructed over a sensor network as an in-line communication structure that supports a specific process such as routing or data aggregation. This approach is usually related to specific applicationlayer goals. Tree-based and clustering-based techniques are the most commonly utilized methods of constructing such communication topologies. These techniques provide the network nodes with the means to self-organize in an unstructured manner [12] , wherein the most commonly utilized operations are usually based on flooding mechanisms [13] ; failure handling and maintenance require cascade updates throughout the network. However, most topologies formed in this manner cannot be optimized for various upper-layer protocols and are not reconfigurable.
A communication overlay at the level of the physical links that is not tied to any specific upper-layer protocol is known as a general-purpose overlay. This type of overlay should be able to work with various upper-layer processes with equal efficiency [14] . However, the creation of such an overlay is a challenging task, particularly for networks with scarce or limited resources such as WSNs, and especially when considering that WSNs are intended to be application-specific.
The authors of [15] studied the construction of generic overlays over sensor networks. They utilized coronas and wedges to develop their virtual infrastructure. They primarily targeted static sensor networks, in which all the nodes are static. They allocated a special sink at the center of the network, which they termed the Training Agent (TA), and they assumed that this special sink could support multiple levels of transmission ranges. The TA is responsible for training the other nodes, using information about their positions relative to the TA. Each node's position is given relative to the selected form (wedge or corona). This protocol is considered centralized and is based on global information about the nodes. To begin creating the coronas, the TA must identify the appropriate total number of coronas before creating them. In addition, the protocol proactively splits the nodes into subsets and then requires synchronization of the wakeup times of each subset of nodes and the level of the sink's transmission range at that time. In [16] , this model was extended to allow for mobility of the TA. However, the authors did not specify the effects of including multiple sinks/TAs in the constructed infrastructure. For example, the question of how to proactively determine the number of coronas for each TA was not answered. In an approach similar to [16] , the authors of [17] also suggested the construction of a ring-based overlay, in which the nodes are assigned to the constructed rings based on their hop counts from a central fixed base station. The base station lies at the center of the constructed rings. Collected data are transmitted from the outer ring to the inner rings and, finally, to the base station.
The authors of [18] developed a protocol (C3) that forms virtual rings based on the received signal strength indicator (RSSI). C3 extended and enhanced the topology control mechanism provided in [19] . In both protocols, virtual rings are constructed around a centric base station based on the calculation of a predefined optimal width that is usually a function of the communication range. In [19] , the rings are formed based on their distance from a centric base station; this scheme requires nodes to be aware of their locations. In contrast, the RSSI approach used in [18] can work in cases where the nodes are unaware of their locations. Moreover, C3 reduces the cost of communication among nodes by constructing clusters and allowing communications between cluster-heads. Our proposed approach, described in this paper, is designed to be generic. It discovers the virtual rings that inherently exist in a random topology in a simple yet effective way. It does not require the formation of rings around a centric base station because it sweeps the network from the outermost to the innermost nodes. It also accommodates both multi-hop and mobility based communications, which makes data routing and collection processes both flexible and cost efficient.
In [10] , an overlay for multi-scale communication was proposed to support upper-layer protocols. In this approach, the nodes are structured into cells and super-cells: a clusteringbased technique in which the hierarchy is designed via a self-election scheme with periodic beacons. As in most clustering-based techniques, maintaining the overall structure requires potential topological updates to be broadcast within the network, and re-clustering algorithms are then executed to react to those updates. Of course, this incurs additional overhead that might lead to more rapid exhaustion of the resources of the sensor nodes.
The construction of a logical overlay such as a distributed hash table (DHT) on top of physical networks has long been the focus of considerable research. It is well known that sensor nodes have scant resources in terms of energy, communication and bandwidth, which could render DHTs unsuitable. The main reason is that DHT overlays usually produce excessive overhead relative to the advantages they offer for upper-layer applications [20] . Furthermore, when mobility is included, the movement of certain nodes may cause frequent changes in the network topology, necessitating additional overhead to update the network topology and manage node mobility.
A means of narrowing the gap between logical and physical overlays is presented in [21] . The authors introduced a routing protocol called Virtual Ring Routing (VRR). This protocol is motivated by the general concept of DHT schemes. In this protocol, logical rings are formed over the link layer. However, the rings created in this protocol do not maintain the proximity of nodes, and they hide the physical neighborhood of the nodes. Moreover, the protocol requires the global identification of nodes. The nodes obtain unique identifiers that are treated as globally ordered addresses. The protocol supports both point-to-point and DHT-like operations. The VRR approach is optimized primarily for routing processes.
Many research works assume a ring topology as a deployment model for the systems they study but without researching how this topology is constructed. Such works could directly benefit from the research described in this paper. In [22] , the authors assumed a circular field of interest of diameter D that could be decomposed into n concentric circles and presented a joint routing strategy based on this decomposition. The authors of [23] described a multilevel virtual-ring-based framework to support peer-to-peer applications in the context of WSNs without considering a mechanism for constructing such multilevel rings. A system based on Gaussian-ring deployment for detecting intruders at the edge of a network was proposed in [24] . We also assumed a ring topology as the underlying model for crowd management using a WSN in [25] . Our work in this paper provides a dynamic mechanism for constructing such ring-based overlays in an elegant and simple manner.
III. RINGS INFRASTRUCTURE PROTOCOL (RIP) A. NETWORK MODEL
We consider deployment scenarios in which stationary nodes are dominant in the field. This implies that the number of mobile nodes (robots/sinks) is much smaller than the number of static nodes. These mobile sinks are also more powerful than the ordinary nodes.
Mobile Sinks: A mobile sink is any moving entity in the field that can access the transmitted traffic of the sensor nodes. These sinks could be mobile vehicles, robots, humans with portable devices, etc. We call them mobile probes (MPs) for simplicity. The assumption is that these MPs can directly communicate with each other. If this is not the case, coordination among them could be achieved by means of a centralized management site. Moreover, MPs will be distributed dynamically in the field based on the proposed strategy (see Section III). Therefore, their positions at setup time are not important. We also assume that the mobility of the MPs is controlled [26] and that they can travel based on various mobility patterns. This implies that they can travel based on a certain trajectory and move in discrete steps toward given topological coordinates.
Sensor Nodes: We assume that the sensor nodes are distributed in the field with a uniform random distribution [27] . The sensor nodes are homogenous, which means that they have a common transmission range and a common energy supply. They can use GPS or other localized approaches to recognize their coordinates [28] . Neighborhoods are established between nodes based on the distance between them w.r.t. their transmission range.
B. PHASES OF RIP
RIP organizes an arbitrary distribution of nodes into an infrastructure consisting of concentric rings (Rings). It learns the physical rings that could be present in the topology. A brief, early description of RIP can be found in [7] . RIP forms the Rings overlay based on localized operations. This implies that only one-hop neighbor information is exchanged among nodes. RIP dynamically discover the rings at setup time. It then adaptively allocates the MPs at run time. The allocation of the mobile probes is specific to each application and should accomplish the application's goals. RIP achieves this arrangement in an elegant and simple way. It arranges the nodes in the following sets: the network rings R, the network backbones B, the internal network nodes I , the network access points AP, and the mobile probes MP. A node can belong to one or more of these sets. Each member of R has a matching member in B, I , AP, and MP. A ring R i consists of a backbone B i and the associated internal nodes I i . A backbone is a closed sequence of nodes. The internal nodes are the one-hop neighbors of nodes in the backbone. The backbone B i of a ring forms a physical cycle that starts at one node and ends at the same node or at a node belonging to the same backbone. Some nodes on the backbone will be distinguished as access points, AP i . These APs guide the MPs traveling from place to place in the network. MPs can access data either directly at these APs in what is known as data-mule communication mode or through multi-hop transmissions. RIP builds the Rings infrastructure in three phases: ring discovery, AP selection, and MP allocation.
1) PHASE I: RING DISCOVERY
Rings are discovered through an iterative process. As mentioned above, a ring in Rings is a closed sequence of nodes and their one-hop neighbors. The outermost ring, R 1 , simply consists of the outer boundary nodes of the network and their one-hop neighbors. The outer boundary nodes can be recognized by any boundary recognition algorithm, such as that presented in [29] and [30] . The nodes that form the outer boundary are regarded as the backbone of this ring, and the one-hop neighbors of these nodes are the internal nodes of the ring. Once recognized, all nodes within the outermost ring temporarily enter sleep mode. With these rings out of operation, the new boundary of the network is recognized as the backbone of the next ring, R 2 . In the same way, the one-hop neighbors of these backbone nodes are the internal nodes of the ring R 2 . Thus, all possible rings can be iteratively discovered. At the end of this phase, the network is partitioned into a Ring set R = {R 1 , R 2 , R n }. Each ring R i consists of a ring-backbone sequence of nodes B i = b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , ...b 1 and an internal-node sequence I i = {i 1 , i 2 , i 3 }. One of the nodes in the sequence, B i , is elected as the leader node of the ring R i This iterative process requires the master node to move iteratively toward the centroid of the network in steps equal to the transmission range. The centroid is calculated from the coordinates of several access points (defined in the next section) on the outermost backbone (which is treated as an approximate polygon), following [31] . The backbone discovery message transmitted by the master node to recognize the outer boundary of the network carries a signature packet that indicates the current ring number.
The first node in the sequence B i (the initial node) is elected as the leader of the ring R I . The backbone nodes in set B i determine their positions within the ring R i . The position of each node in the ring is simply its hop count with respect to the leader of the ring. Pairs of the form (ring number, node position) are used to identify the nodes in B i . Each internal node assigns itself the same ID as its parent node in the set B i corresponding to its ring as well as a local identifier to distinguish it from other children of that parent node. RIP utilizes a bound hole algorithm [29] , [30] as a seed algorithm that is implemented by the master node to define the nodes in set B for each ring. This algorithm was originally developed to define holes within the network. It inherently defines the outer boundary of the network as a closed cycle of nodes. We use this algorithm to define the backbone nodes of each ring because it has been proven to be a lightweight localized algorithm; however, other boundary recognition algorithms could be used as alternatives.
2) PHASE II: AP SELECTION
In this phase, multiple nodes are chosen as the access points AP i for each ring R i . The set AP i is a subset of the backbone nodes B i . Nodes are selected for membership in AP i according to their distances in terms of number of hops from the leader of the ring. For example, nodes at distances of kh (k = 1, 2, 3, etc., where h is a given parameter) from the leader node are selected as the APs of the ring. The access point selection process could be implemented either piggybacked on the ring extraction process (because the parameter h that represents the number of hops between successive access points could be carried by the same packet as the boundary recognition information) or separately after the ring extraction phase. After the APs are determined, the nodes exchange their topological statuses. Nodes with no ring membership are regarded as dangling nodes. These nodes attach themselves to any connected internal neighbor. The APs determine the granularity of access to the network. The MPs utilize the APs to access data. The MPs navigate the network by visiting these anchors in the network. Therefore, the number of APs per ring affects the network accessibility. When only a small subset of the nodes in B i are selected as the APs for each R i , the distance between consecutive access points is large, leading to coarse access granularity. The opposite is also true. The h parameter of RIP is tunable, and any node in the set B i can change its role to become an access point if required.
3) PHASE III: ADAPTIVE MP ALLOCATION
RIP adaptively allocates MPs to the discovered rings for load balancing. The MPs serve as data collectors and management agents. Therefore, each MP plays the role of a main probe in only one home ring. However, each MP could serve as an assistant probe in other rings depending on the requirements of the application. The MPs utilize the APs as anchors to guide their travels in the field. They navigate the network either periodically or upon request. In periodic navigation, each MP must know its periodic visiting time t, which is an application-specific parameter. We distinguish two main distribution strategies: passive allocation and active allocation. In passive allocation, the allocation depends on the number of discovered rings. If m is the number of MPs and g is the number of rings, then the number of MPs per ring is (m/g). Better performance can be achieved if m = ag and a ≥1. In active allocation, allocation is performed specifically to accomplish the requirements of the application. As an example, a large number of MPs could be allocated to critical areas in the field. Additionally, MPs that serve the inner rings could assist those serving the outer rings, as the area of each ring increases from the innermost rings to the outermost ones. Fig. 3 presents simplified pseudo-codes of the RIP algorithms. 
IV. CORRECTNESS AND TERMINATION OF RIP
In this section, we formalize the correctness of the protocol and prove the termination of its underlying algorithms. To prove the correctness of RIP, we use the following lemmas.
Lemma 1: RIP correctly discovers the physical rings that exist in the network topology.
Proof: The correctness of RIP is founded upon the correctness of the underlying bound hole seed algorithm utilized by RIP to determine the backbone of each ring. The bound hole algorithm recognizes a sequence of nodes b 0 , b 1 , . . . , b 0 that represents the outer boundary of the network. RIP considers this sequence to be the backbone B 1 of the outermost ring R 1 . R 1 consists of B 1 and the one-hop neighbors of all nodes in B 1 . RIP requires all nodes in R 1 to enter sleep mode during the setup operation (thus, their presence in the network is temporarily ignored). Therefore, other inner nodes temporarily become peripheral nodes. According to RIP, this new boundary forms the new backbone B 2 of the next ring R 2 , and so on. The correctness of the bound hole algorithm in discovering holes in the network, and, hence, in discovering the boundary of the network, is proven in [29] and [30] . Given this correctness, RIP correctly discovers the physical rings in a given topology.
Lemma 2: For any node p that belongs to N , if p is connected, then p should belong to a ring R i created by RIP.
Proof: We will prove this lemma by contradiction. Assume that there is a node p that is connected and does not belong to any ring. If p is connected, then it must have at least one neighbor q that is connected. However, p does not belong to any ring; therefore, p is a dangling node. According to RIP, p should attach itself to any one-hop neighbors (q, in this case). Thus, p should belong to the same ring that q belongs to. However, p does not belong to any ring, which means that p is a disconnected node, thereby contradicting the initial assumption that p is connected and does not belong to any ring.
Theorem 1: RIP is correct, and the union set of the nodes belongs to the rings created by RIP {N(R 1 ) ∪ N(R 2 ) ∪ . . . ∪ N(R n) } = {N − v}, where N is the total number of nodes, N(R i ) is the number of nodes belonging to R i , and v is the number of disconnected nodes within the network (those that exist in a void with no connected neighbors).
Proof: According to lemma 1, RIP produces a sequence of rings that covers the network topology from the outer periphery to the innermost nodes. According to lemma 2, if any node cannot join the rings created in the iterative discovery phase, then that node joins the rings as a dangling node. This means that the union set of the nodes in each ring includes all nodes in the network except those that are disconnected, i.e., {N(R 1 ) ∪ N(R 2 ) ∪. . . ∪ N(R n )} = N − v. If the assumption that the network is connected holds, v must be equal to zero and {N(R 1 ) ∪ N(R 2 ) ∪. . . ∪ N(R n )} = N.
To prove that RIP terminates, we must show that the sequence of rings created by RIP is finite. We begin by proving that the algorithm progresses to different nodes in each iterative step.
Property 1: If R i and R i+1 are consecutive rings in the sequence R 1 , R 2 , ..., R n , then R i and R i+1 are disjoint.
Lemma 3: Property 1 is true for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Proof: The ring R i+1 consists of the backbone B i+1 and the internal nodes I i+1 . At the time of its recognition, B i+1 is the current network boundary. This means that all nodes belonging to R i must be in the sleep/withdrawn status and that the nodes in I i+1 must be one-hop neighbors of B i+1 that lie in the inward direction. Therefore, R i ∩ R i+1 = .
Property 2: The area of the network topology that is bounded by R i is greater than the area bounded by R i+1 .
Lemma 4: Property 2 is true for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Proof: Intuitively, because the direction of the sweep is from the outermost ring to the innermost ring, the areas of the topology bounded by each ring are progressively shrinking. Geometrically, R 1 is the outermost ring in the network; therefore, the area bounded by the backbone of ring R 1 is the total network area, A(R 1 ) = A. The area bounded by the backbone of R 2 is A(R 2 ) = A − A 1 , where A 1 is the area of ring R 1 (the area surrounded by the backbones B 1 and B 2 );
where A 2 is the area of ring R 2 ; therefore, A(R 3 ) < A(R 2 ). Accordingly, we can generalize as follows:
Theorem 2: RIP terminates and creates a finite sequence of disjoint rings R 1 , R 2 , ..., R n .
Proof: To argue the termination of the algorithm, we need only prove that the number of rings created, n, is finite. Given that properties 1 and 2 are true, there will be n rings such that the total area satisfies A = n i=1 A i . The total topological area A of the network is finite; therefore, n must be finite.
V. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES RELATED TO THE RINGS OVERLAY
Nodes keep track of the topological statuses of their neighbors through neighborhood tables. These tables indicate the roles of neighboring nodes in the network topology; each node is classified based on its (ring #, role) tuple. The roles include backbone, parent, access point, internal, foreign-internal and dangling. Fig. 5 displays the neighborhood tables of one internal node and one backbone node based on the connectivity illustrated in Fig. 4 . We should note that although the internal nodes of ring R i do not have backbone neighbors in R i−1 , they could have backbone and internal neighbors that belong to the adjacent ring R i+1 . Internal nodes of R i that are physical neighbors to nodes in ring R i+1 are known as foreign internal neighbors (FINs) of R i+1 (e.g., the node R 1 − i 3 is a foreign internal neighbor of R 2 − b 3 ). R 1 does not have any FINs because it is the outermost ring. Within a ring R i , for any internal node with more than one backbone neighbor in B i , one of them is marked as a default parent. Priority is given to any such node that happens to be an AP in the ring.
A. NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS
RIP provides two categories of communication patterns: primitive patterns and composite patterns. In this section, we describe only primitive patterns. Composite communication patterns are complex patterns that are formed as combinations of the primitive patterns. The design details for such patterns are out of the scope of this paper because they are still a work in progress. Details regarding the primitive communication patterns are given in Fig. 6 . Primitive patterns are classified as follows. For ordinary nodes, RIP provides in-ring and inter-ring communication primitives based on the location of the destination w.r.t. the source. The destination could be an MP or another ordinary node. For MPs, RIP provides home-only, cross-ring and plan-based communication primitives. In home-only mode, an MP moves to serve in its home ring and cannot participate in communications in other rings. This implies that the MPs should collect data directly from their home rings; any data from different rings should reach them via multi-hop communication.
In cross-ring mode, an MP can cross rings to pick up data directly from other rings. In plan-based mode, the MPs cooperate to execute a navigation plan that satisfies the requirements of the application. An MP could be the end data collector or could participate in further communication.
In some latency-tolerant applications [32] , MPs can operate in data-mule mode. They not only collect data directly but also carry data from one point to another in the network. This wide range of communication levels allows Rings to be a very flexible infrastructure that could be adopted in many applications.
Referring to the interconnections between nodes in 4 . Data are disseminated in the clockwise direction until they reach R 1 − b 3 , which sends the data to R 2 − b 3 via R 1 − i 3 . In R 2 , the data travel clockwise until they arrive at R 2 − b 4 (in this case, only one hop is required).
B. EFFICIENT FAILURE HANDLING
The infrastructure is designed to be maintainable. Any change to the topology results in only local updates. RIP performs failure management based on two concepts: 1) Segmentation: Failures in one ring are not propagated over the network; therefore, they have less impact on the structure of the infrastructure. 2) Role-based operations: Nodes with different roles provide different functions in the network; this, in turn, decreases the impact of failures.
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Nodes are considered failed when they no longer respond to heartbeat packets transmitted by the leader nodes with the purpose of discovering failures.
1) FAILURE OF BACKBONE NODES
Whereas the internal neighbors of a failed backbone node b i directly switch to another parent (if any), the backbone neighbors b i−1 and b i+1 of a failed b i can mitigate the failure through the following local operations.
(i) Establish a multi-hop bridge via internal nodes.
(ii) Leave the cut point as it is and compensate for the lost links through the transmission of data away from the cut point toward the connected APs.
(iii) Change their roles to become APs, such that data transmitted to them are collected directly by the MPs.
2) FAILURE OF INTERNAL NODES
A failed internal node i j is directly marked as out of service and ignored during communication. No further actions are required from their neighbors.
Changes in the topological status of a node are propagated to the direct neighbors of that node to allow them to alter their neighborhood tables. This capability of Rings to tolerate failures enables self-healing and makes Rings a very efficient infrastructure with a variety of configurations.
C. INTEGRATION OF NEW NODES
RIP is able to merge new nodes into the infrastructure with minimal overhead. No global updates are required. The topological status of a node is determined based only on local neighborhood information collected directly from its one-hop physical neighbors. With regard to the statuses of the one-hop neighbors of the new node x, the following rules assist x in determining its topological status.
(i) If there are no backbone nodes among the neighbors of x and all internals among its neighbors belong to same ring R i , x is integrated as a dangling node into the current R i . If the internals belong to different rings, x is integrated as an FIN into the inner ring R i and as an internal node into the outer ring R i−1 .
(ii) If x has backbone neighbors that belong to same ring R i , x is directly integrated as an internal node into R i and selects a parent.
(iii) If x has backbone neighbors belonging to different rings R i and R i−1 , x is again integrated as an FIN into the inner ring R i and as an internal node into the outer ring R i−1 .
The local rules described above are sufficient to accommodate new nodes that join the network after the infrastructure has been created. However, it is known that the deployment of new nodes is unusual in WSNs. Regardless, the phases of RIP can always be re-executed if a large supplement of nodes is deployed.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we investigate the ability of RIP to tolerate failures, reduce energy consumption and provide a highly accessible network. We present a cost model and detailed simulations to prove the above features of the proposed protocol.
A. COST MODEL
The cost model provides insight into the communication costs incurred by Rings. It is formulated in terms of the numbers of rings and nodes as well as the numbers of APs and MPs associated with these rings.
RIP divides a network into independently managed rings with sizes that gradually decrease from the outermost ring to the innermost ring. Therefore, the total cost C t is the sum of the costs experienced at each of these rings as shown in (1), where m is the number of discovered rings.
We should note that under the same conditions, C i > C i+1 . To determine m, we assume that r 1 is the radius of the outermost ring R 1 and that the nodes are distributed uniformly in the field.
The estimated number of rings is m = r 1 /T x , where T x is the transmission range. r 1 does not need to be known. It is calculated with respect to the centroid c. If the outermost ring R 1 is considered as a polygon with a set of k access points {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k } as its virtual vertices, c is determined following the geometric equation given in [31] . Then, r 1 can be calculated using (2) as the maximum of the distances from c to each of these k points.
r i , the radius of ring R i with respect to c, can be approximately calculated using r 1 and (3), where D i is the width of each ring.
If d is the average number of one-hop neighbors (degree of connectivity), then the number of nodes for each ring R i can be calculated as shown in (4), where |B i | is the number of hops required to make a full circuit of the ring R i (the length of R i ).
If h (the tunable infrastructure parameter) is the number of hops between consecutive APs, then the number of access points at each ring R i is k i = |B i |/h and the total number of
APs in the network is
The cost C t can be abstracted as shown in (5), where f can be adapted based on the features of the communication process of interest. This function can be customized to represent the communication overhead in terms of the number of transmissions or the energy consumption induced in the network by a given task and the time required to achieve this task.
3612 VOLUME 4, 2016 For example, a data collection process that involves collecting data only from the APs consumes K transmission units. The time required to achieve one complete circuit of a ring is g|B i |, where g is the time needed to travel a onehop distance. It depends on the mobility speed of the MPs (the upper bound on the one-hop distance is T x ).
B. SIMULATION 1) EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
We adopted a twofold mechanism to evaluate the efficiency of RIP. We first investigated the robustness of various aspects of RIP through a set of tests with the purpose of proving its correctness. Then, RIP was compared with the hybrid tree-and clustering-based MSC approach described in [10] to investigate its ability to produce an efficient communication overlay for upper-layer protocols. The ability of RIP to effectively support upper-layer protocols was compared with that of the MSC approach [10] . The MSC approach produces a multi-scale communication overlay for a sensor network by forming a tree of clusters. The nodes in these clusters have global identifiers assigned based on the level of the cluster to which they belong (called a drum). This model is a suitable benchmark against which to compare because it is related to both clustering-based and tree-based mechanisms that target multi-scale communications in sensor networks. Three groups of experiments involving upper-layer processes were conducted. These experiments considered simplified versions of the upper-layer protocols of interest, namely, routing, broadcasting and data collection. The WSNS [33] was used in all tests. This simulator implements discrete eventdriven underlying components in a multithreading context. It provides accurate network settings and an efficient visualization capability. Table 1 shows the parameters that were used in the simulations. We used a simple energy model, as described in [34] and [35] that is based on measurements of the Cabletron RoamAbout 802.11 DS network interface card [34] and a similar IEEE 802.11 network interface card when operated in ad hoc mode [35] . To show that the Rings overlay adheres to the design objectives, the transmission cost, reliability and lifetime were measured. The energy savings (in both the mobility and no-mobility cases) were implicitly investigated via measurements of the transmission costs. Reliability is another important metric. RIP is designed to be generic; therefore, it should offer high reliability for protocols built over the infrastructure. To investigate this aspect, we tested the capability of the running process to cope with failure. We simulated failures by selecting a random subset of nodes and eliminating them from the network topology. This approach enabled an implicit investigation of the ability of the proposed infrastructure to support upperlayer protocols. The lifetime is defined as the time elapsed before the robustness of the overlay falls below a certain threshold. Here, we present only samples of the obtained results. We indicate a confidence level of 95% by augmenting all depicted results with error bars that represent {+, −}2σ m, where σ m is the standard variance of the mean.
2) PROOF-OF-CONCEPT EXPERIMENTS
Various proof-of-concept experiments are described in this section. The main goals are (i) to prove that RIP will always be successful in discovering the ring patterns within an arbitrary random topology and (ii) to prove that a centralized implementation and a distributed implementation of RIP would produce approximately the same results. Proving these assertions demonstrates the sustainability of the RIP protocol in constructing generic ring-based infrastructures.
To realize the above goals, the first category of tests was performed to determine the ability of RIP to discover rings in random topologies. Test 1 addressed the case in which the distribution of nodes is guaranteed to form a connected network graph [27] . The results show that in this case, all nodes are able to self-organize into rings. In a connected graph, every node is connected to every other node through single or multiple paths. The results reflect the ring membership of the nodes and are consistent with the underlying properties of RIP as described in Section 3. Test 2 was performed to determine the ability of RIP to form a Rings infrastructure when the topology is imperfect. The initial distribution of nodes was a connected graph, which was then intentionally made imperfect by randomly removing 5% of the distributed nodes. Nodes were removed by ignoring their presence in the topology during the run time of the algorithms but considering them during the calculation of the results. The results show that rings can be formed from all nodes that remain in the topology with a high level of confidence. In Tests 3 and 4, node distributions were prepared with a high density but with no guarantee regarding connectivity. Here, a dense distribution refers to the case of a long transmission range that allows nodes to have a large number of neighbors. In Fig. 7 , the transmission range was 60 m in Test 3 and 90 m in Test 4. For both settings, the percentage of nodes that could be merged into rings is higher than 95% and tends to increase with an increasing number of distributed nodes. All the tests described above were performed with a minimum of 100 nodes and a maximum of 400 nodes.
The second category of tests examined the methods of implementation. The main goal was to test the robustness of RIP as a distributed protocol. We established two different implementations. In the centralized version, neighborhood information is collected from all nodes and all processing and calculations are based on the global information thus collected. In the distributed version, the underlying phases are VOLUME 4, 2016 performed exactly as described in the previous sections and no global information is assumed; nodes operate only on local neighborhood data. In Fig. 8 , the centralized implementation is distinguished by the letter C. The figure shows the output in terms of the number of rings generated in both cases. The transmission range and the number of distributed nodes were varied. The outcomes tend to be similar for both implementations. It is also evident that the number of distributed nodes has a lesser impact on the resulting number of rings than does the communication range. The generated rings become wider at longer communication ranges.
3) PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT EXPERIMENTS
In the experiments described below, the protocol-related parameters h and D for RIP and MSC, respectively, were both assigned a value of two. Both protocols were tested for their ability to support routing, data collection and broadcasting.
The routing performances of both RIP and MSC were measured, and the results are depicted in Fig. 9 . In RIP, routing involving both in-ring and inter-ring communication was tested for the transmission of messages from ten randomly selected sources to ten randomly selected destinations. Mobility was considered, and the results were compared with those for the case in which no mobility was considered. In contrast to RIP, MSC transmits messages over the shortest paths that include the heads of the drums. We considered various transmission ranges with the number of nodes fixed The performances of RIP and MSC for selective data collection were then investigated. Twenty nodes were randomly selected to transmit one data packet to the data collectors (four MPs in RIP and four cluster heads in MSC). Fig. 10 displays the average communication costs for both overlays. When mobility is considered, RIP results in an energy savings of more than 800% compared with MSC. Similar results are found even with an increase in the transmission range because the data are collected individually by the MPs from different rings. In the fully static scenario, RIP consumes less than half of the energy consumed by MSC. Data collection essentially consists of a set of concurrent routing tasks; therefore, the outcomes depicted in Fig. 10 show some similarities with the results displayed in Fig. 9 .
The efficiencies of RIP and MSC for broadcasting were tested, and the results are depicted in Fig. 11 . The data source was selected randomly, and the average energy consumption was measured. The number of nodes in the network was varied while the transmission range remained fixed at 60 m.
In RIP, transmission from the backbone nodes is sufficient for broadcasting. By contrast, in MSC, most of the nodes must transmit data to cover the entire network. The results show that the communication costs in the case of RIP are less than those incurred by MSC and that the increase in energy consumption as the network size increases is slower for RIP than for MSC. MSC produces clusters that are not disjoint. When the number of nodes in the network increases, an increasing number of redundant nodes in the clusters contribute to an increasing receiving rate, thereby leading to an increasing communication cost. In obtaining the results presented in Fig. 11 , no mobility was considered for either protocol. The robustness of both protocols was tested at different failure rates. Fig. 12 depicts the normalized values of the average reliability. The reliability measures the success rate of a protocol in completing a particular communication process. We determined the reliability of each protocol in terms of routing, data collection and broadcasting. The failure rate was varied from 0.1 to 0.3 while the number of nodes was held equal to 400. The transmission range was fixed at 60 m. The tunable parameters (h in RIP and D in MSC) were fixed at a value of 2. The figure shows that the Rings overlay offers high reliability for the considered tasks. The data collection and broadcasting tasks show less sensitivity to failures than does the routing task. Moreover, the results indicate that RIP retains its high reliability even at an extremely high failure rate. An interesting observation arises at a failure rate of 0.2, at which point there is a rapid degradation in the performance of MSC compared with that of RIP. This is expected because MSC is a hybrid tree-and clustering-based mechanism. Failures of the drum heads result in the disconnection of the nodes inside the drums. This contributes to the decrease in the performance of MSC in comparison with RIP. The network lifetime was measured, and the results, depicted in Fig. 13 , were obtained with the parameters (h and D) set to values of 2 and 4. The network lifetime reflects how many routing sessions the network can support with a certain reliability value. Based on the average results shown in Fig. 12 , the ability of MSC to cope with failure drops rapidly when f reaches 0.2. Therefore; this value is considered as a threshold. The lifetime of RIP drops slightly at a higher number of hops between APs because the data must be transmitted over longer distances. In RIP, when h increases, the number of hops over which the data must travel to reach the access points increases; therefore, the energy consumption also increases. This leads to a slight reduction in the network lifetime for RIP. However, an increase in the degree of connectivity contributes to an increase in the network lifetime. The results also show that at small degrees of connectivity, the performance of RIP tends to remain steadier than that of MSC. The MSC-based lifetime is more sensitive to variations in the degree of connectivity. One interesting observation is that an increase in connectivity does not directly lead to an increase in network lifetime. In MSC, the lifetime is reduced at both low and high values of connectivity. When the degree of connectivity is small, more transmissions are required, which increases the energy consumption. At high degrees of connectivity, the rate of redundant reception in the cells consumes more energy, which also contributes to a decrease in network lifetime. Moreover, as D (the drum width) becomes larger, the tree depth decreases, yet the hop counts rise on the communication paths both inside the drums and among the heads, which also causes network lifetime to decrease. VOLUME 4, 2016 
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper thoroughly describes the construction of the Rings infrastructure using our RIP protocol. The main goal of the infrastructure is to act as a re-configurable overlay at the level of physical links. RIP shows great flexibility and the ability to support variety of configurations. We have tested the performance of Rings by sampling some communication processes using different communication requirements. The test results show the efficiency of Rings in reducing communication costs while maintaining a high degree of reliability. We believe that the Rings infrastructure provides several interesting features that include the efficient support of both data-mule and multi-hop communication models and the ability to accommodate the deployment of new nodes with minimum overhead. The Rings infrastructure is very flexible, allowing much more room for optimization.
